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MUHWEZI
GERALD

Paralysed from the waist
down due to a fall - now 
suffering from horrific

bedsores
see page 4

We have cropped this photo as the 
bedsores were too severe to show.
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NECS Newsletter is published monthly by Janet Duchesne 
and prooduced by Steve Knowlden from East Sussex. Printed 
by Chec Enterprise, Haywards Heath Road, North Chailey, 
East Sussex  BN8 4EF UK. For further information about
Nkuringo and the work NECS does please email
janet.duchesne@speechcentre.co.uk

RUBUGURI

Left: Reformed poacher Vallence 
Kafukuzi with Harry Winks courtesy 
of Richard Stevenson

Dear Sponsors and Friends

ANOTHER EMOTIONAL month full of joy and sorrow – mostly joy!
However there was some real sorrow when we were introduced to Gerald (pages 4 and 5).  
Gerald could have been anyone’s son.  Working hard at school and helping his family on 

their farm – he fell out of a tree when picking avocados and his life changed forever.  After three 
months in bed paralysed and with horrific bed sores his parents heard of our Medical Fund to 
help those in need.  They contacted Asgario and the rest is history.  If you feel you can help  
Gerald or people like him (Jane, Donata, Enoth, Gilipina to name a few of the last people we 
helped) please do give a donation to our Medical Fund – it really does change people’s lives.
    On a more exciting note, now we have Charity Status we are working hard behind the scenes 
to put in place those things that will help us to maximise your donations:
    Kate Bishop is busy with the Gift Aid forms – if you are eligible and fill one in it really does 
make a big difference to the amount we can claim on your donation. 
    Simon Dolding – husband to Mel Dolding who works so hard for the Secondary School – is 
busy building the NECS website.  We are waiting for the final pieces to fall into place before that 
becomes a reality. 

The Charity Trustees are busy filling in 
forms and keeping fingers crossed we will 
soon have a NECS Bank Account which 
will make it so much easier for people to 
donate directly to the Charity.
    And of course Jackie Knight is busy 
organising the Go Uganda May 2019 
trip.  The participants are getting excited, 
bags are being packed, jabs booked and 
everyone is busy collecting clothes, filling 
shoes and general getting ready for the 
experience of a lifetime!
    Away from all of that we have had 
several other important events:
    You may remember the sad news we 
brought last month of Agatha – the 
Secondary School student desperately ill 
with diabetes.  Read her uplifting story 
on pages 20 and 21.  There is still time to 
donate a hen to Agatha – just message us 
for details!

On a lighter note, Richard Stevenson read the article on our attempt to give every one of 
the Reformed Poachers a goat to help them sustain their families now they were no longer 
allowed to hunt.  He noted that Steve Knowlden had donated 10 goats each with the name 
of a Spurs footballer.  Not to be outdone he donated Harry Winks!  We still need goats to 
fulfil our promise to these men to give each one a goat. You may not like Spurs however 
any name, any club will do!  Goats are £30 each and you will get a photo of your goat who 
does not mind what name you give it!
    Tara brings good news on the Red Box Project which really is making a difference to the 
dignity of teachers and young girls at the Primary and Secondary Schools by providing 
sanitary protection for all.  If you are good with a needle or sewing machine please do 
follow Tara’s example and make some Sanitary pads for our com-
munity.  It really does make a huge difference to women who have 
no alternative but to stay at home for part of the month for want of 
decent protection.
Karen Bonner has been at it again raising even more important 
funds for the community. Read about her latest exploits on page 
9!  Thank you Karen!

On the sponsorship front we cannot believe how many  
children you have helped! The 16 children needing sponsors to 
attend Primary School are all in! There is as much good news 
at the Secondary School see page 19! Even Francis, advertised 
as needing a sponsor, is now safe!  We still have more  
children to place - every week that passes is a week they are  
missing. It costs so little to give these children hope!  
More news on our latest sponsors next month!

Only a month has passed yet we have again so much to tell 
you.  Thank you everyone for your support.  Without you we 
would not be able to make such a difference to this amazing 
community!

Let us hope we have even better news 
to bring you next month!

Jan

We are pleased to confirm that Jill and 

Kevin Smith have offered to sponsor 

Apophia (below) and Francis (page 19). 

Just Agness, Grace and Brian to go! 

Please message for more details if you 

can help.

Apophia Namara

Agness Kemigisha

Grace Natukunda

SPON
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Stage 1 Stage 2

Stage 3 Stage 4

Skin layers

Subcutaneous 
soft tissue

Bone

Pressure Bedsore

Extensive destruction, tissue necrosis, or damage 

to muscle, bone, or supporting structures with or 

without full thickness skin loss.

Pressure Bedsore

The  image above shows the 

extent of Gerald’s Bed sores/

Pressure sores. The photo-

graph is too graphic to show. 

So we have indicated it here in a 

drawing. The skin has been eaten 

away down to the bone on both 

sides of the body. He also shows signs 

of sores where the red dots appear. 

GERALD MUHWEZI
Gerald Muhwezi was a normal 17 year 
old boy with his life ahead of him.  In 
November 2018 all that changed and he 
had an accident that would plunge him 
into a nightmare.  Now he needs our 
help if he is to survive.

GERALD’S PARENTS are subsistence farmers who worked 
hard to enable him to attend St John’s Mutanda  

Secondary School (near the lake we visit on Go Uganda trips).  
Gerald is the first born and they were hoping having an  
education would help him and his family.
    He was in senior 3 but still helped his parents.   He was picking avocados from a tree 
when the branch he was on broke and he fell to the floor damaging his lower spine.  He 

was paralysed from the waist down.
    Because his parents have no money he lay in a bed without treatment for the 

months following the accident.  During that time his bed sores (the family did not 
know about such a danger) have now turned septic.  He was 

taken to a local health centre but they only cleaned the 
wounds before sending him home.
    They came to Asgario because they heard he was giving 
hope to poor people and wondered if we could help Gerald 
– who, without that, would just lie and rot.
    Asgario spoke to us and the Trustees all agreed that we 
could not leave Gerald in pain and with such deep wounds he would probably 
not survive for much longer.  We knew we could not make him walk again but 

we could give him dignity – get his wounds healed, maybe a wheelchair and 
back into an education or some form of formation that will give him a 

hope in life.  He is 17 but without help, because he is poor, he will stay in a 
back room rotting till he dies.

We asked for help on the Go Uganda Facebook page and already so many 
of you have donated vital funds to get Gerald to hospital.  Julie Irwin, 
a sponsor on the May Go Uganda trip, organised a wheelchair and Sue 
Lloyd, also on that trip, has volunteered to sit in it to get it out to Gerald.

Would 
just lie 
and rot

We still need funds to help Gerald’s ongoing expenses.  We need to get 
his wounds stabilised, physiotherapy sessions and then sponsorship 
to attend our Secondary School where we can watch his progress and 
work with him to build an acceptable future.
    When Asgario finally got Gerald to hospital it was heart breaking to 
hear that if he had been taken to hospital at the time of the accident 
there was a good chance he would be walking by now.  It may be too 
late for that but with your help we will ensure Gerald has a useful and 
happy life. 

Julie Driver and Julie Irwin
After seeing the post regarding 
Gerald, I literally could not stop 
thinking about him all day 
this poor boy not only is he 
paralysed he has bed sores like 
I had never witnessed before in my life. 
I wanted to do something to make his 
days brighter and when Jan requested a 
wheelchair would help him I knew I just 
had to do something. Julie and I rallied 
round our friends asking for any unused 

self-propelled wheelchairs and started searching the 
internet. Both Julie and I were overwhelmed by our 
friends helping us out and within 24 hours we had a 
chair delivered and a plan to get it out to Gerald in May 
this we hope will give Gerald a little relief and enable 
him to get out of the house.

Well done you two

Above: Gerald confined to a 
wheelchair
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UGANDA

2019
23 excited members of Go Uganda May 2019
prepare for their adventures. Fleeces ready and bags being packed.
They know this is a journey they will never forget. Remember if you 
want to go on future trips you must be a sponsor or raise money for 
this Charity

March 2019  7

Julie Irwin

Nick Mitford Tara Garritt Francina Whelan Gwynne Furlong

Jackie Knight Julie Driver Sophie Cooper Susan Lloyd Martyn Lloyd

Dawn Moffatt Kian Williams

Ricardo Barbosa Nomi Chauhan Yousri Amrani Marjolanie Liautaud

Maria Clarke

Peter Whitmarsh Jane Paul

Madeline Liautaud

Alan Olliffe Susan Olliffe

Steve Knowlden

This trip will be another international affair with volunteers from other parts of 

Europe including Spain and Portugal …and even Wales! Fingers crossed, Nomi, who 

arranges our flights, will be joining us from Pakistan as well. We are hoping to ensure 

the international flavour is reflected in some of the things we do when are in 

Nkuringo.

Steve Knowlden and Gwynne Furlong will be on the trip pursuing the plans for the HIV 

clinic rebuild but will also be giving lessons on “Typesetting” and music. Others in 

team have also taken on board tasks:

•   Jane Paul is shoe monitor, making sure as many of the school children as possible        

     will have the right size shoes, 

•   Dawn Moffat, as a nurse, will review and provide input on what is needed for Gerald  

     who fell out of the tree in November whilst harvesting avocadoes,

•   Tara Garritt, is our luggage prefect at the airport, but will also be focusing on the      

     Red Box campaign for sanitary ware, 

•   We hope Martyn Lloyd will be flying his drone as the children loved that in October, 

•   Sandra Oliffe will be leading our singing in church, 

•   The junior member of our team, Kian Williams, will be checking out the teachers by  

     attending some lessons in the primary school himself,

•   Bidding for the position of ministers of fun for Nkuringo are Julie Irwin and Julie     

     Driver, with some great ideas for children’s games including hopscotch, dominoes,  

     making homemade draught sets using bottle tops, cat’s cradle and bingo. 

•   And for those who don’t have a special responsibility as yet, they will do!

The women’s group will be giving us some lessons in basket weaving, we’ll be 

having some knitting groups, repairing children’s clothes as well as visiting the Batwa 

community, the HIV positive living groups and of course the primary and secondary 

schools. 

    Despite all these activities there will be time for some serious socialising, British 

style, with a tea party for the children - tea and biscuits all round.

   The level of excitement around the group is beginning to increase, no less for those 

who have been before. We promise to bring back photos, stories and news for 

everyone.

   With each trip we learn more about the community, what is needed, and where the 

challenges are. But at the same time those who travel out gain so much more than we 

take out, it is truly a life enriching experience. 

OUR BAGS ARE PACKED,  
WE’RE READY TO GO

IN EARLY MARCH, many of the Go Uganda May/June 2019 team met 
in Somerset, in person or virtually (via video conference). It was 
a fantastic opportunity for everyone to share the knowledge of 

those who had been out to Nkuringo before, exchange ideas, ask 
questions and ensure everyone is as prepared as possible and 
expectations set. We covered everything from injections and visas, 
through to what to pack, what to expect, what we will do, what 
to wear, how much money to take etc. There was so much to talk 
about. The chatter has continued through the Go Uganda 2019 
WhatsApp group.

20
UGANDA

19

JACKIE KNIGHT
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NEW JUMPERS
Every year when sponsorships are renewed the amount requested is 
£115.  This is to cover £110 for education and board and £5 for a new 
school jumper. 

MANY OF THE CHILDREN live in their jumpers.  When school finishes they will  
often keep them on.  They usually only have one which is washed every week-

end.  Because the jumpers are knitted many of them are in quite a bad unravelled 
state by the end of the school year. (That is why we are encouraging you to send out 
a sweatshirt for use out of school).
That is also why the arrival of the new school year and the new jumpers – mostly 
paid for by you – is such an exciting time! You can see how smart the children look 
in their new jumpers and how happy they are!  This photo was taken after delivery of 
the first 70 jumpers so there are still quite a few more to come!
Thanks everyone!

20

THERE IS NO 
STOPPING
KAREN BONNER!

NKURINGO
Another £500 for good causes in

£250 for laboratory equipment for the Secondary School
£100 for school equipment for the Primary School
£150 towards the Medical Fund to help Gerald Muhwezi

AFTER GETTING DRENCHED on New Year’s day at the Looney Dook and raising 
£2,775 for Nkuringo Karen Bonner has been at it again!

Along with Julie, the Activities Organiser at Glencairn House Care Home where Karen 
works, she put on a night of fun and music to raise funds to be split equally between 
Glencairn House and our charity: Nkuringo Education and Community Support
This time no cold water was involved but instead there was lots of music and 
laughter and support from the generous crowd.
This money has already ensured that the Secondary School pupils can actually do 
practical Chemistry lessons instead of relying on theory, the Primary School can 
update their school equipment and the Medical Fund was given the boost it needed 
to ensure Gerald could start treatment on his horrific bed sores.

Thank you to everyone who helped Karen make this 
event a success!

Above: Delivery of much needed laboratory equipment to the 

Secondary School 

Below: Enjoying the entertainment
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ALEX

PRIMARY SCHOOL

NEWLY SPONSORED

IN FEBRUARY I appealed for 16 sponsors for 
some amazing young children all hoping 
for a chance at something we take for 

granted – an education.  Thanks to Amy 
and Julie Beasley, Mel Forte, Lyn Bradfield, 
Yvonne and Katy Gordon, Janet Reid,  
Marsaili Macelod, Marlene Gagelmann, 
Hayley Collins and Adele Hope, John and 
Rosie Bishop, Ali Lunn, Jane Kendrick, 
Duncan Tait, Madeleine Liautaud and  
Ricardo Soares Barbosa, Marjolaine  
Liautaud, Heidi Joyce and Julie Driver you 
can see the wishes of every single one of 
those children were answered.  They are 
now here, smiling and showing off their 
new uniforms.

Being a sponsor is very rewarding.  Apart 
from writing to your child and following 
their progress – including a report at the 
end of the year (see those later in this 

Happy children thrilled to have the chance of an education

newsletter) – you also get a chance to visit 
them!  And of course they will write back.
    It is amazing to think for £115 per year 
(which includes the cost of a new jumper) 
you can provide bed board and education 
and a future to a young person 
who otherwise would not 
have such an opportunity.

You also become part of our 
growing family around 
the world united in 
our friendship with 
our community in 
Nkuringo.

Thank you all of you 
for making so many 
smiles possible!

Jan

The first year requires a new uniform 
(£12) and a mattress (£25) for those who 
have to board. 

The initial cost is therefore either £122 
or £147 depending on need to live at the 
school during term time.
Subsequent years are £115 which in-
cludes the cost of a new jumper (£5).

If you can help please get in touch.

Cost to Sponsor at 
Primary School

FRANCIS
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OUR 2019 SHOE APPEAL IS DOING WELL!
With donations from sponsors and others we are hoping to fulfil our 
aim to provide all the children and teachers in both the Primary and 
Secondary schools with a sturdy pair of shoes in good condition this 
year. Shoes do not need to be new!

IT’S A BIG TASK with over 430 pairs of shoes still 
needed, although if everyone travelling to Nkuringo 

this year could take approximately 10 pairs in their 
luggage we will be able to achieve our aim! 

This table shows the number of shoes of each size 
we need to source.

If you are sending shoes for your sponsor child/ren, 
please advise me of the child’s name, whether  
Primary or Secondary and when the shoes are going 
out i.e June or October. I have lists for all children 
in both schools and am keeping a check on which 
shoes are being sent and therefore which ones we 
are still looking for.  Shoes should be tied together 
or put in a ‘gym’ bag or similar and labelled with 
the name of the child, size and whether Primary or 
Secondary.  If you could put some pants, socks, or 
any other small items inside the shoes (eg small car/ 
crayons) that would maximise space and provide an 
extra surprise for the children.
If you are able to source any additional shoes or 
would be able to take some extras in your luggage 
from those already donated to the appeal, please let 
me know.  I will let you know the name and class of 
the receiving child/ren so they can be labelled too. 
If you have a sponsor child and would like to source 
some shoes for them, you can email me Jenny 
Aldridge  aldridgejenny@hotmail.com to  confirm 
their shoe size. Please let me know your child’s full 
name and which school they are in.

Shoes that are not quite suitable for school children 
will still be welcomed in Nkuringo, so please pack 
those too and I’m sure we can still find a good home 
for them. 

Thankyou for helping with this!

Jenny
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leave your old shoes behind
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SPOT THE BALL

WINNER
F6 is the correct answer. In our January Newsletter Stephen Knowlden 

did a competition – the prize was to win a HEN – something that 
you all now know makes such a difference to a family in Nkuringo.  

They do not eat these hens but use them to provide nourishing eggs and also 
to breed more hens!
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CROWBOROUGHROCKS

CROWBOROUGHR   CKS

contact details: melasizz@yahoo.co.uk or 07584 189324

6:30-10:30pm,9th MArch,RotherField scout hut, tickets £5, RAFFLE & refreshments

CROWBOROUGH ROCKS 
2019
On the 9th March I hosted our third 

Crowborough rocks for Uganda. It was 

a fantastic evening full of performances by 

talented young singers, bands and musicians. 

We had a great turn out and the audience thor-

oughly enjoyed watching everyone perform. 

There were refreshments on sale throughout 

the night and we held a raffle which included a 

wide variety of prizes. The night was kicked off 

with the debut of Tessa, a band who recently 

formed after meeting at college, with Josh as 

lead singer and guitarist Flora, on the bass 

and Dom on the drums. They created a great 

atmosphere and were a fantastic start to the 

evening. Second on was Owen on the piano.  He 

appeared at our last event and it was lovely to 

have him back with another great performance. 

Molly and Maddy sang two songs this year with 

Molly playing on the piano. It was a great show 

from two of our youngest performers. Saul and 

I did our set after the girls. I sang four songs 

on the piano, joined him. After another quick 

refreshment break, Searching For Something, 

a band previously known as Tn6 gave a lively 

performance. With Nathan as lead singer and 

guitarist, Joe on the guitar, Miles on bass and 

Harvey on the drums. We were then treated to a 

set from Theo who had us all in fits of laughter 

with his very comedic songs. The penultimate 

Act was my band Iridescence. Rhiannon is our 

lead singer; Holly is the guitarist and I play the 

accompanied by Saul on piano and Saul sang 

with me in the fourth for the first time. Before 

the first refreshment break, we had a Freya and 
Tilly. Everyone was amazed by their beautiful 

voices; a delight to watch and listen to. After 

the break Hannah, our youngest singer, who 

has performed at all our past events, gave us 

another two songs with her beautiful voice. She 

was followed by Steph, who recently gained a 

place at Chichester University to study Musical 

Theatre. Her performance of “Somebody to 

Love”-Queen wowed us all and it was fantastic 

to see everyone joining in when she sang “This 

is me”- Greatest Showman. The next act, Bottle 
Top Bridge, gave a very enjoyable performance 

and the audience all happily clapped along 

throughout their four original songs. The lead 

singer Barney usually performs with Rowan 
on the drums but with him being away at 

University doing a drumming degree, Rowan’s 

two brothers: James on the guitar and Saul 

piano. We have performed at all the past events 

and it was great to play again at the end of 

the night. Fighter of the Nightman ended the 

night. They are a band from Lewes and after 

their unforgettable, brilliant performance last 

year, we were all very excited to see them again. 

Henry, their lead singer got the crowd buzzing 

and everyone was impressed by the talent of 

Jamie on the bass and Morgan’s drumming. It 

was an amazing way to end the night and left 

everyone feeling great!  I would like to thank all 

the performers for coming along and provid-

ing such incredible entertainment, as well as 

supporting each other. Also, a big thank you to 

Courtney and Gale who provided all the light-

ing and equipment and to everyone who came 

along and/or helped on the night.

by Georgie Dolding

The competition was something we older people in the 
UK are all aware of as it was very popular at one time.  
Basically the ball was removed from a real photo of a 
football match and you had to guess which grid it was in.  
We had over 250 responses – with some of the grid 
numbers extremely popular attracting up to 30 guesses!

It was even more surprising that there was only ONE 
correct answer!!!!  Francis Bikorwomuhangi was the only 
person to correctly place that ball !

Well done Francis!!!  We must do this again ! !
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P L E A S E  N O T E If you would like to donate, please email Mel at melasizz@yahoo.co.uk or post 
on her facebook page or the  Go Uganda facebook page.  She will then send 
you  details of what to do.

NKURINGO COMMUNITY VOCATIONAL SECONDARY SCHOOL

N E W S  O N

M A N A G E D  B Y  M E L  D O L D I N G  A N D  K A T E  B I S H O P

I am in Senior One at Nkuringo 
Community Vocational Secondary 
School.  
At 4am every morning, I am woken 
up for morning prep.  I always  
attend them for two hours, from 
4am to 6am.
From 6am to 6.30am I take my 
early morning porridge, known as 
breakfast.
Then from 6.30am to 7am I  
organize myself for extra lessons 

as well as normal lessons, through the following ways: bathing, 
washing my uniform and organizing books that I am to work with 
on different specific days.
I normally go to class for extra learning at exactly 7 o’clock up to 
8.20am.  Then from that time, normal learning commences from 
there.  But before I start my normal lessons, I attend morning as-
semblies especially on Monday and Friday.
At 10.40am the bell for break is always rung.  Then, I go 
back to class for normal learning at exactly 11am.
Since I am a new member of the school, conditions 
are manageable and favourable to me.
At exactly 1pm the bell for lunch is always 
rung for the students to go to get food.  
Since I am a prefect at school, I usually eat 
last, due to the fact that I normally keep 
peace and order as they are lining up to 
get their precious meal.  It is also rung 
again at exactly 2pm.  Then I go back to 
class to study as usual. 
From there, I normally attend games at 
exactly 4.45pm and I spend my leisure time 
playing for only 30 minutes.  From there the 
school is closed from day studying.  Then me as 
a boarder I use the given left time profitably to 
wash my uniform and other clothes.
From 6pm to 7pm, I have my precious supper.  
From 7pm to 10pm, I attend my helpful preps. 
10pm to 4am, I use this time to sleep.
To talk about my dormitory where I do have sleep 
from, is like this:  We boarders of Senior One 
have our own dormitory, as you have seen me 
in the photograph.  I sleep harmoniously and 
peacefully in Jesus’ name.

I am in Senior Two Class
My Life at Nkuringo Community 
Vocational Secondary School
Waking up for morning preps at 
4am.  These morning preps take 
two hours only.  They start from 
4am to 6am.  After morning preps 
I take my breakfast as I prepare 
myself for the normal lessons.
I usually join school assemblies, 
especially on Monday and Tuesday. 
At 8am I go for normal lessons then 

at 10.40am there will be a short break which lasts for 20 minutes.  
At 11am I usually go for other normal lessons.
At 1pm I go for lunch and at 2pm I go back to class for more les-
sons.
4.45pm I normally go for games (if the weather is good) and after 
games I go to bathe.  At 6.30pm, I always take my supper.  At 
7.30pm I go to evening prep which lasts for 3 ½ hours.  
All the above information is always done from Monday to Friday.
However, during the weekend I also make it very well by doing the 
following:
On Saturday I wake up at 6am and take 
my breakfast.  After this I usually join my 
morning prep from 8am to 9am.  After 
this, I normally wash my clothes.
At 1pm I take my lunch as usual then 
I have another prep from 2pm to 
3pm.  After this, I normally visit the 
playground and exactly 6pm I am 
always back to school preparing my-
self for supper.  After this, there is the 
evening preps which last for 3 ½ hours.
On Sunday I normally wake up very 
early in the morning at 6am to take 
my breakfast.  At 8am I go for the 
short prep which takes only one 
hour.  After this I normally go to the 
church services.

THE DAY IN THE LIFE OF SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENT
We asked two of the sponsored students to show 
us a typical day in their life.  Here are their days in 
their own words with photos Denis took for us.  As 
you can see they work very hard to do the best they 
can at school and put a lot of hours in!

Victor Nuwahereza Gloria Natukunda
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NEWLY 
SPONSORED

NEEDING A SPONSOR

Ameria Asasira Brenda Natukunda Brenda Tusingwire Clovence Kayrikunda Clovence Kemigisha

Doreen Katusilime Grace NatukundaMartin Orishaba Francis NiwagabaMovement Richard

Victor Nuwahereza

FrancisBrian

IT IS SO HARD to get a good education with-
out support.  You have seen how happy the 

young children were to join Primary School.  
Can you imagine finishing Primary school – 
often without help and many sacrifices – and 
obtaining that Certificate of Education so 
necessary to go on to further education.

Then you find that the hurdle of paying for 
Secondary Education is so high it becomes an 
even more impossible dream.

Thanks to YOU these young men and women 
are thrilled to now be pupils at the Nkuringo 
Community Vocational Secondary School. 

Brian and Francis are just two of the young men 
and women needing a sponsor to attend or stay at 
Secondary School.  If you would like to help a young 
person achieve their dreams please contact Kate or 
Mel (details on pages 16 and 17 – where you can also 
see how hard these students work!) 

Phase 1 of the campaign, to give each young woman a pack of 3 
washable, reusable pads, was quickly achieved thanks to a  
wonderful donation from James and Karen Bonner and many of 
the group visiting in May have packed lots of pads and  
tampons in amongst aid which will enable us to establish a 
‘Red Box distribution point’ at both schools for emergencies 
and those girls without packs. Fantastic news!

Phase 2 is to ensure sustainability. I would love to be able to get 
each young woman a second pack of pads each which will allow 
them better rotation and hygiene and have already been send 
some wonderful donations totally £270, so close to the £300 
needed. A huge thanks to those people!

Could you donate £5? Perhaps, as a sponsor, you’d like to  
ensure your girl was amongst those to get another pack. Buying 
locally also helps the economy and bulk purchases will give us 
better prices.

As we reported last time, Zonja Bunn came across the luna- wolf.co.uk site which 
gave instructions on how to make pads at home and has had amazing success in 
making them herself, even ‘test driving’ one for a day to check it was comfortable! 
There’s dedication to a job! Definitely made with love!  
Here’s her review of the process:

The fabric for the liner I bought from eBay - this is important as it’s the absorbent 
bit, I bought a metre which was £30 but I made 90 liners from it you must wash 
before cutting as it shrinks, (you can buy smaller pieces which start at £8 ) this 
does make it difficult to cut so extra sharp scissors required. The liner fabric which 
protects the underwear is about £3.50 a metre but again 90 liners. I choose brushed 
cotton (wash before using) as some of the synthetics can make you sweat. You can 
adjust the pattern easy to make longer or make wider pads because as we know we 
are not all the same size. Only another 70 to sew so ladies I’ll work on my straight 
lines. The punch kit, again Ebay, so easy to use. The design is so easy to make too.
I will scan the template to a pdf and if you would like a copy message me and I will 
send it over.

Here’s a challenge! – Is there anyone in either the May or October groups happy
to teach the ladies of Nkuringo how to make these pads? This is the ultimate in 
sustainability. If we can provide funding, the materials can be brought locally. Many 
thanks to Zonja for her efforts!
Please keep the donations coming and get in touch if you could help teach the ladies 
of Nkuringo how to make Zonja’s fabulous design!

THE RED BOX CAMPAIGN
HAS WINGS!

The Red Box campaign was set up at the start of the 
year with one simply objective: to ensure that every 
young woman at either school had access to adequate 
sanitary protection, thus allowing her to undertake 
schooling with dignity. Even in the UK, too many miss 

school, or feel compromised, in their activities due to the expense of 
sanitary pads and tampons, and in Nkuringo $6 for a pack is simply 
unobtainable.
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SECONDARY EDUCATION IS NO LONGER A DREAM!
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Above:  Zonja’s handywork

TARA GARRITT
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IN THE LAST NEWSLETTER I brought you the sad 
news of Agatha, a young lady from the Batwa 
Community who joined the Secondary School last 

year.  She was gravely ill.  She has been diagnosed 
with diabetes - something very rare in that region.  
We are told she was very malnourished as a child 
and her body had started to shut down.  She was 
cared for in the Mutollere hospital and had support 
from our Medical fund.

Happily Agatha is now out of danger and back on a 
phased return to school.  We were told she needed 
nourishing food.  After consulting with Denis, the 
headmaster, we launched an appeal for hens on  
Facebook and very quickly had 17 hens!  Donors 
were asked to name the hens.  Denis, with help 
from students and teachers, constructed a hen 
house and the hens have already started laying!  
Agatha is thrilled!  She has eggs to eat and eggs to 
swap for other nourishing food to keep her healthy.

If you would like to purchase a hen for Agatha 
please get in touch – the more eggs the school has 
to barter the better for Agatha!!

AGATHA GETS HER HENS & HER HOUSE

Above: Denis, headmaster, 
visiting Agatha in hospital.



BUILDING CONTINUES IN

NKURINGO
Since we first got involved with 
the Primary School and then the 
Secondary School there have 
been some major changes – 
thanks to YOU. 
With so many children now 
getting the opportunity to attend 
school the buildings were just 
not big enough to cope.  

WITH YOUR DONATIONS big and small we have seen classrooms and  
dormitories built, playgrounds laid, beds, desks and chairs made and 

much needed equipment purchased. Those who went on that first Go Uganda 
trip will not recognise the buildings when they return!
    At the Primary School the last funds provided enabled them to tackle the 
old temporary elephant reed classrooms which are now being finally replaced 
by a wonderful brick building that is weatherproof and can cater better for our 
young pupils.
   The Secondary School is still young and having to provide classrooms to the 
students as they start, for the first time, the next cycle.  Without your support 
there would not be enough facilities to continue to grow.  Thanks to Karen 
Bonner and James Bonner the new classrooms are now taking shape.  The Ryan 
Bonner memorial classroom will overlook the valley and gorilla in the midst 
country – a fitting tribute to the love that enabled these funds to be raised.

Thank you everyone who continues to contribute to ensure we have a lasting 
legacy for this growing school community.

SCHOOL
REPORTS

At the end of the school year every child receives a report. 

EARLY DECEMBER last year Asgario posted off to me the reports for the Secondary School pupils 
and the Primary School pupils.

    We received the Secondary School reports before Christmas but the Primary School reports did 
not make it.
    Or so we thought.
    By February we had given up – when suddenly a beaten up envelope arrived!  It had taken three 
months for the reports to make it to us – nearly 200 reports!  The envelope was open so we had 
no idea if any were missing (we now think about half a dozen but are getting duplicates).
    I am in the process of photographing and emailing reports to sponsors.  If you want the 
original please send me a stamped addressed envelope or contact me to organise pick-up.
   If this is the first school report you have received you will be a little surprised!  Children do not 
automatically go up to the next year so if it is felt they need to redo a year they are kept down.  
We are now pro-actively trying to work with the school to find out the reasons for being kept 
down – unless of course a child started half way through the year or has come from a very 
different background in which case we have seen it can take a year or so to adjust before they 
shine.
    Apart from the handful kept down many of the children did extremely well.  Please do write to 
your child to encourage them or congratulate them – it makes such a difference to know some-
one cares!
    And yes – they do mention toilet paper!  In a world where everything has to be transported up 
to Nkuringo every item has to be accounted for!

Below Top:  Primary School replacement to Elephant 

Reed classrooms

Below Bottom:  New classrooms at the Secondary 

School
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ABOUT US
Why I like Newsletters by Derick

My name is Ainembabazi Derick. I study from 
Nkuringo Foundation Nursery and Primary 
School.  I like Newsletters because they pro-
vide good information like sponsorships of 
children at our school. I love my school so 
much because there is everything I need. 
Newsletters contain pictures of places and 
people which is very interesting.
    Some Newsletters contain cartoons which 
everyone in Nkuringo enjoys to see and
 become very happy. Newsletters contain 
stories which everyone hope to read and enjoy. They also help one to see his/her 
photos, for example Denis Allelua and our sponsors.   Thank You.  

Some pictures for you.  

NKURINGO
Foundation Nursery & Primary School


